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Abstract
A forensic case concerning the determination of manufacturing date of confiscated shotguns is reported here. Proof marks
and/or serial numbers of thirteen seized shotguns were used to determine the year of making. The results were employed to
discriminate the legal certificated guns from the illegal replacements of the original legitimate firearms. Seven shotguns, which
were made after the Control Act of Firearms and Ammunitions had been enacted for more than fifteen years, were concluded
to be illegal firearms. Conclusively, the use of proof marks and serial numbers to determine the manufacturing date of seized
shotguns is practical and successful in this case.
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Introduction
Determining the manufacturing date of seized
firearms is usually not included in the routine works of
firearms examiners in Taiwan. We previously reviewed
eight methods for the determination of the manufacturing
date of firearms and successfully applied these methods
to the examination of a number of semiautomatic pistols
and shotguns. These methods are briefly reviewed as
followings [1].
A. Using the data from commercial catalogues and
reference books to determine the possible range of
manufacturing date.
B. Applying the specifications of the materials and
techniques used to manufacture firearms and the
designs of firearms to estimate the possible range of
manufacturing date.
C. Employing unique commemorative marks, designs,
decorations, and serial numbers to determine
the manufacturing date of specially issued
commemorative firearms.
D. Based on the date of ceasing production to determine
the last possible manufacturing date of firearms no
longer in production.
E. Using date codes among serial numbers of weapons
to determine the year of making.
*Corresponding author : una106@mail.cpu.edu.tw

F. Deciphering date codes among proof marks to
determine the manufacturing date.
G. Using “date clock” on certain firearms to determine
the possible age of firearms.
H. Employing obligated marks to determine the age of
weapons from certain countries.
The following is one case concerning the
determination of manufacturing date of thirteen shotguns
seized by local police forces.

Case Report
Some certificated gun owners sent their aged
legitimate shotguns to the United States for repair.
However, the foreign gun smiths were suspected to
replace the poor-conditioned old shotguns with new
ones and send these non-certificated new guns back to
the domestic owners. These illegal guns were seized by
local police and sent to our laboratory for examination.
The Taiwan authority has stopped issuing firearms
certificates since the enforcement of the Control Act of
Firearms and Ammunitions in 1983. Since then, any
firearms obtained by certificated gun owners are regarded
as illegal firearms. It is a felony offense of replacing
the aged certificated guns with other new firearms. The
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gun owners argued that the guns in their possession are
certificated old ones rather than illegal replacements.
Because the certificated shotguns are poorly documented
by the government, there are no individual features
recorded in the official file can be used to identify the
original certificated guns. Hence, the determination of
manufacturing date of seized shotguns is deemed to be
the last approach to solve this problem.

Materials and Methods
Research material

Methods
The type, caliber, origin, manufacturer, and model
of each firearm were firstly identified. The serial number,
proof marks, and other special marks were carefully
observed and photographically documented. Features
concerning the manufacturing date were compared
with known references for confirmation and the year
of making was then determined using the methods
described in Results and Discussion. Known references
were obtained from commercial catalogues, reference
books, and official websites of firearms manufacturers.

Thirteen shotguns were examined in this case. The
sample names and detailed features of these firearms are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The sample names and detailed features of examined shotguns*,#,+,

Sample name

Type of shotgun

Caliber

Make & Model

Origin

S01

DB SXS

12 GA

Not shown

Belgium

S02

DB SXS

12 GA

Sauer & Sohn

Germany

S03

DB SXS

12 GA

Darne

France

S04

DB O/U

12 GA

Marlin Firearms, M 90

USA

S05

SB SS

12 GA

Stevens, M 94

USA

S06

DB SXS

12 GA

American Arms, Brittany

Spain

S07

DB SXS

12 GA

American Arms, Brittany

Spain

S08

DB SXS

12 GA

American Arms, Brittany

Spain

S09

DB SXS

12 GA

American Arms, Brittany

Spain

S10

DB O/U

12 GA

American Arms, Silver Sporting

Italy

S11

DB O/U

12 GA

American Arms, Silver Sporting

Italy

S12

DB O/U

12 GA

American Arms, Silver Sporting

Italy

S13

Pump action

12 GA

Winchester, 12

USA

*DB

SXS represents a side by side double barreled shotgun.
O/U represents an over and under double barreled shotgun.
+SB SS represents a single barreled single shot shotgun.
#DB
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Results and Discussion
The use of Belgian proof marks
There were no manufacturer’s marks and trade
marks found on the S01 shotgun. However, Belgian
proof marks [2] were observed on barrels and the frame
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
Two provisional proof marks of smooth bored
barrels were found on the barrels of S01 shotgun. The

mark, which has been used by the Belgian Proof House
of Liège since 1852, is composed of two cursive letters
of E and L (Fig. 1). Another proof mark observed on
the barrel is “the Perron” mark which is used to indicate
proof of breeching system. A Perron, which symbolizes
freedom and autonomy, is a stone column built in cities
belonging to the Prince-Bishopric of Liège [3].

Fig. 1 Belgian proof marks observed on barrels of S01 shotgun
Three proof marks (Fig. 2) were found on the frame
of S01 shotgun. The mark composed of a lion and two
letters of P and V is the standard smokeless proof for all
firearms proofed at the Proof House of Liège. Another
“the Perron” mark was also found on the gun frame.
The mark of letter S with a star above it is the proof
inspector’s mark. According to a reference [4], letter S

stands for inspector Daenen Charles who worked at the
Proof House of Liège during the periods of 1952 – 1968
and 1974 – 1980. This indicates that the S01 shotgun was
made before 1983 when the Control Act of Firearms and
Ammunitions was enacted. Thus the S01 shotgun was
postulated to be the original certificated firearm rather
than an illegal replacement.

Fig. 2 Belgian proof marks observed on the frame of S01 shotgun
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The use of Austrian proof marks
Although the S02 shotgun was made by Sauer and
Sohn in Suhl, Germany (Fig. 3), Austrian proof marks
[5, 6] were found on the frame and barrels as shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The proof marks indicate
that the S02 shotgun was proofed by the Czechoslovak

Proof House at Weipert which is very close to the border
of Germany and Czechoslovakia. Because the Austrian
Proof Laws and Marks were used by the Austria’s former
allied neighbor Czechoslovakia between 1918 and 1931,
the Austrian proof marks were stamped on this Germanymade shotgun.

Fig. 3 The gun mark indicates the German manufacturer of Sauer and Sohn

The mark of a crowned letter U with an eagle on
both frame and barrels of S02 represents black powder
proof that was valid between 1891 and 1939. The marks
of crowned letter S with an eagle and crowned letter W
with an eagle on barrels represent proof marks on smooth
bored barrel and choked barrel, respectively. These
marks were valid between 1891 and 1945. The marks of
number 12 in a circle stamped on barrels indicate that
the caliber of the barrels is 12 Gauge. The word “Nitro”
with an eagle shown in Fig. 5 represents the smokeless
powder proof.
The mark composed of letters N, P, and w shown in
Figs. 4 and 5 represents the Austrian smokeless powder

proof used by the Proof House of Weipert. The mark
was valid between 1891 and 1931. The number 553.31
stamped both on frame and barrel is the marker’s number
which represents the 553rd gun proofed by the Weipert
Proof House in 1931. The mark of a lion stamped on
the barrel is the proof house mark of Weipert. The
possible year of making of S02 shotgun indicated by
different Austrian proof marks is in good correspondence
with each other. And the year of making was finally
determined to be 1931 basing on the information
obtained from the marker ’s number. Thus the S02
shotgun was concluded to be the original legitimate
firearm.

Fig. 4 German proof marks observed on the frame of S02 shotgun
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Fig. 5 German proof marks found on barrels of S02 shotgun

The use of French proof marks and serial number
Trade mark of Darne, which is a French firearms
manufacturer, was observed on the frame of S03 shotgun

as shown in Fig. 6. French proof marks [7] were found
on the frame and barrels as shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

Fig. 6 The Darne trade mark found on the frame of S03 shotgun
The standard smokeless powder proof marks for
guns in finalized state when proofed at the St. Etienne
Proof House were observed on the frame (Fig. 7) and
barrels (Fig. 8). The triple proof marks of the St. Etienne
Proof House were found on both barrels (Fig. 9). Serial

number of 4J569 was observed on the frame and barrel
which indicates the S03 shotgun was made between 1949
and 1962 [8]. The serial number list of shotguns made by
Darne is shown in Table 2 [8]. Thus the S03 shotgun was
concluded to be the aged original legal gun.
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Fig. 7 The French smokeless powder proof marks and Darne serial
number found on the frame of S03 shotgun

Fig. 8 The French smokeless powder proof marks found on barrels
of S03 shotgun

Fig. 9 The French triple proof marks and Darne serial number
found on barrels of S03 shotgun
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Table 2. Serial number list of shotguns made by Darne

Serial number

Manufacturing date

0 - 50000

Up to 1910

A001 - A999, B001 - Z999

1910 - 1925

AA001 - ZZ999

1926 - 1935

3A001 - 3Z999

1935 - 1948

4A001 - 4Z999

1949 - 1962

5A001 – 5Z999

1962 - 1968

6A001 - 6Z999

1968 - 1974

7A001 - 7Z999

1974 - 1978

8A001 -

1978 -

The use of published data
The manufacturer of S04 was found to be the
Marlin Firearms (Fig. 10). Serial number of “H 349”
was observed on the frame of S04 shotgun as shown in
Fig. 11. According to published data [9], serial number

prefix H of Marlin Firearms made shotguns stands for
the manufacturing year of 1951. Thus the S04 shotgun
was determined to be made in 1951. Thus the gun is not
an illegal replacement.

Fig. 10 Gun marks observed on the barrel of S04 shotgun

Fig. 11 The serial number of S04 shotgun with a prefix of H
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The marks of trade name and model of S05 shotgun
were observed on the frame (Fig. 12). The trade name
of Stevens stands for Savage/Stevens Arms. According

to a published reference, the number 94 model shotguns
of Savage/Stevens Arms were made during the period
between 1926 and 1945. Thus S05 is an aged legal gun.

Fig. 12 The marks of trade name and model of S05 shotgun
The gun marks found on the barrel of S13 shotgun
reveal that S13 shotgun is a Winchester Model 12
shotgun (Fig. 13). Serial number of 1871256 was found
on the frame and barrel of S13 shotgun as shown in Fig.
14. The serial numbers of Winchester Model 12 shotguns

made around 1960 and their years of making are shown
in Table 3 [9]. According to the information in Table 3,
the serial number of 1871256 is between 1800001 and
1930999, the manufacturing year of S13 was determined
to be 1961. The S13 shotgun is the aged legitimate gun.

Fig. 13 The trade name and model marks of S05 shotgun

Fig. 14 Serial number found on the frame (L) and barrel (R) of S13 shotgun
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Table 3. The manufacturing date and serial numbers of Winchester Model 12 shotguns

Manufacturing date

Serial numbers

1957

1611869-1651435

1958

1651436-1690999

1959

1691000-1795500

1960

1795501-1800000

1961

1800001-1930999

1962

1931000-1956990

1963

1956991-1962001

The use of Spanish proof marks and obligated
serial number system
The gun marks found on S06, S07, S08, and S09
shotguns indicate that they were made in Spain and
distributed by the American Arms with a brand name
of Brittany (Fig. 15). Spanish proof marks and serial
number were observed on the frame and barrels of each
gun. An example of proof marks and serial number are
shown in Figs.16 and 17, respectively. The proof marks
include the mark of Eibar Proof House (left), smokeless
powder proof mark (middle), and reinforced smokeless
powder proof mark (right).

The Spanish proof house employed an obligated
serial number system since 1995 [10]. All guns are
required to be sequentially numbered with four sets
of digits separated by a hyphen. The first set is the
manufacturer's code where 60 stands for Zabala
Hermanos, the second set stands for the type of weapon
where 03 represents shotguns, and the third set designates
the firearms chronological number irrespective of
model, the fourth set shows the year of manufacturing.
The last sets of serial numbers of S06, S07, S08, and
S09 shotguns were all found to be 99 (Figs. 17 and 18),
thus the manufacturing year of these four shotguns was
concluded to be in 1999. And they were concluded to be
illegal replacements of original legal shotguns.

Fig. 15 An example of gun marks of S06, S07, S08, and S09 shotguns
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Fig. 16 An example of Spanish proof marks and serial number on barrels

Fig. 17 An example of Spanish proof marks and serial number on the frame
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Fig. 18 The serial numbers of S07 (top), S08 (middle), and S09 (bottom)

The use of date code in Italian proof marks
The gun marks observed on S10, S11, and S12
shotguns indicate that they were made in Italy and
distributed by the American Arms with a brand name
of Silver Sporting (Figs. 19-21). Italian proof marks of
the Gardone Proof House [11] were found on barrels of
these shotguns (Fig. 22). These proof marks represent the

proof house (top right), finish proof of smokeless powder
(bottom right), obligatory proof of shotgun (top left),
and year code (bottom left). The year codes observed
on S10, S11, and S12 shotguns are all BL. According
to a reference [11], BL indicates the manufacturing
date of 1998. These guns were concluded to be illegal
replacements of original certificated shotguns.

Fig. 19 An example of the distributor’s mark of S10, S11, and S12 shotguns
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Fig. 20 An example of the brand name mark of S10, S11, and S12 shotguns

Fig. 21 An example of the origin mark of S10, S11, and S12 shotguns

Fig. 22 An example of proof marks of S10, S11, and S12 shotguns
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Conclusions
The results indicate that six out of thirteen shotguns
examined were manufactured before the enactment of
the Control Act of Firearms and Ammunitions, thus they
were concluded to be the original legal guns. The rest of
the examined shotguns were made in either 1998 or 1999,
the time that was fifteen or sixteen years after the Control
Act of Firearms and Ammunitions was enacted, so they
were concluded to be illegal replacements of original
certificated shotguns. To sum up, the use of proof marks
and serial numbers to determine the manufacturing date
of seized shotguns is practical and successful in this case.
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